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This paper presents an on-going research aiming at establishing a sizeable multilingual repository of MWEs extracted from aligned corpora. The languages involved are Portuguese, English
and French, and the MWE types include collocations, named entities, compounds, idioms. In a first
phase, MWEs will be extracted monolingually from the aligned sentences in Europarl corpus, and in
a subsequent phase to other bilingual or multilingual corpora, such as the Brazilian newspaper Folha
online.
MWE extraction involves two different methods : one, based on a symbolic parser, is used to
extract collocations and other MWEs corresponding to grammatically well-formed phrases ; the second, based on statistical tools, is used to extract other types of MWEs, such as compounds (by and
large, etc.), named entities and idioms. The goal of this work is to build the MWE resource in a
way that increases coverage prioritizing precision, complementing the results of a precision oriented
(parsing-based) with those from a recall oriented (statistical-based) method. In this paper we focus on
the monolingual extractions, describing the two methods as applied to each language independently.
In a multilingual phase we will adopt distributional methods to find MWE translations in the aligned
sentences. The final MWEs lists will be made available to the community.
Collocation extraction
First, we use a symbolic parser to extract collocation candidates from pre-defined structural configurations (adjective-noun, noun-prep-noun, verb-direct object, and so on). Those candidates are then
evaluated, using the log likelihood association measure, (see Seretan 2011 for a description of the
whole system). The results are finally displayed in a specific user interface, along with the context in
which they occur, as illustrated in figure 1 with Portuguese data. A lexicographer can then validate
(or not) the collocations to be stored in the database. The parser as well as the collocation extraction
tool work in the same way for the other two languages (French and English).
The parser used for this research is the Fips "deep" linguistic parser (Wehrli, 2007 ; Wehrli &
Nerima, 2014), which computes constituent structures, as well as grammatical functions. In particular,
it can cope with long-distance dependencies, such as the ones found in wh-questions and relative
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F IGURE 1 – User interface for collocation validation
clauses, as well as with constructions affecting the argument structure of verbs, such as passives and
causatives 1 .
Here are a few examples for the Portuguese collocation tomar uma decisão, with the French and
English corresponding expression : prendre une décision, to make a decision : Notice that in all those
examples, the two terms of the collocation occur in reverse order due to passive or relativization. This
is precisely where the use of a linguistic parser comes handy. Generally speaking, we will show that
extraction based on the parser is much less noisy and more accurate than the one based on purely
statistical tools.
(1)a. As decisões são sempre tomadas pela própria Comissão.
b. Les décisions sont toujours prises par la Commission elle-même.
c. Decisions are always made by the Commission itself.
(2)a. Quaisquer decisões que se tomem...
b. toutes les décisions à prendre...
c. any decision to make...
(3)a. As decisões mais judiciosas são tomadas pelos consumidores europeus.
1. The use of the Fips parser for the specific task of collocation extraction has been described in Wehrli et al., 2010.
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b. Les décisions les plus judicieuses sont prises par les consommateurs européens.
c. Judicious decisions are made by European consumers.
Extraction of other MWEs
The method briefly outlined above gives very precise results for collocations and other grammatically
well-formed expressions. However, it depends on parsing coverage for a given language and there are
other types of MWEs for which it cannot be used. For instance, it cannot easily retrieve compounds
which are not grammatically well-formed, such as by and large, or French donnant donnant. Even
more important, it doesn’t work well at all with named entities. For such MWEs, we use the mwetoolkit (Ramisch, 2015) based on the definition of appropriate linguistic (POS tag) patterns to extract
an initial list of candidates and the use of statistical association measures, to identify candidates whose
components co-occur more often than chance. In a first stage this extraction is done monolingually,
independently for each language. An initial set of candidates is obtained for each language, and is
automatically validated according to the agreement between the syntactic and statistical-based methods, and for the cases where they disagree, using a weighted voting scheme based on how confident
they are about each candidate. In a final stage we will apply alignment and distributional methods to
identify bilingual correspondences for the monolingual candidates (Caseli et al. 2010, Laranjeira et
al. 2014).
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